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Abstract   7 

In recent months, despite being aware of the COVID-19 pandemic, many countries faced 8 

increasing epidemic of this disease. Nearly all countries tried to decrease human-to-human 9 

contact as the principal mode of transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Other modes of transmission also 10 

need to be clarified in more depth, especially, the foodborne transmission. We assessed the effect 11 

of animal origin foods consumption on the pandemic of COVID-19. For this purpose, we studied 12 

the relationship among 20 food supply as independent variables, and the parameter of Total 13 

Cases dependent variable. Here we show a relationship between a group of animal origin food 14 

and total cases. Stepwise Regression, Bayes, and Lasso results showed that eggs and fresh fish 15 

have positive coefficient.  So, among the transmission ways of COVID_19, the role of foodborne 16 

transmission should be more significant than previously thought. The possibility of Animal 17 

Origin Foodborne Transmission should be taken into more consideration. There is need to invent 18 

a pasteurization-like-processes to implicate immediately before ingestion of food. Of course, 19 

there will be challenges along the way of the revolution in the food preparation culture. The 20 

perspective is to expand the surveillance of SARS-Cov-2 during the food production chain. 21 

Author summary 22 
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At the time of writing this manuscript, the number of TC of COVID-19 past seven-million mark. 23 

During the pandemic, most countries around the world minimized human-to-human contact and 24 

travels. However, the prevalence of COVID-19 continued. Despite the awareness of many 25 

countries about the principal mode of person-to-person transmission, the rapid outbreak shows 26 

the necessity of research on other transmission routes. We suppose the role of FBT of COVID-19 27 

should be more significant than previously thought. The effect of a group of animal origin foods 28 

including eggs and fresh fish on total cases was significant in our analysis. At present, we are not 29 

able to interpret all significant effects and their coefficients. Interpretation of the factors could be 30 

the subject of future researches. In food science technology, it is necessary to expand the 31 

detection of viruses to all animal origin foods. WHO's recommendations state that COVID_19 32 

have not FBT, and suitable food safety practices could prevent the probability of FBT. However, 33 

the realization of proper food safety practices for all foods is questionable. 34 

Introduction 35 

At the time of writing this manuscript, the number of TC of COVID-19 past seven-million mark. 36 

During the pandemic, most countries around the world minimized human-to-human contact and 37 

travels[1]. However, the prevalence of COVID-19 continued. Despite the awareness of many 38 

countries about the principal mode of person-to-person transmission, the rapid outbreak shows 39 

the necessity of research on other transmission routes. In Italy and the USA, for example, the 40 

chances of being surprised were low, but both countries faced epidemic dramatically. Among the 41 

various routes of transmission, FBT is most likely. We suppose the role of FBT of COVID-19 42 

should be more significant than previously thought. Transmission of MERS, a similar pathogenic 43 

virus to SARS-Cov-2, through food has strengthened our hypothesis.  44 
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Furthermore, some researchers cited the possibility of FBT for SARS-Cov-2 [2][3–6] . Also, 45 

FAO/WHO experts mentioned the data gap in the relationship between viruses and FB disease 46 

[7] . The motivation for the present study is to find the relationship between COVID_19 and 47 

human food consumption patterns.  48 

Finding the relevance of TC with food 49 

 50 

Material and methods are included in supplementary materials. 51 

We assessed a relationship between the consumption of some foods and TC. Accordingly, we 52 

studied TC as a dependent variable and 20 food supply data as independent variables. The 53 

statistical methods included correlation, stepwise and LASSO regression, Principal Component 54 

Analysis (PCA), and Bayes analysis. Food supply (kg/capita/yr.) was quantity in each country. 55 

The primary purpose of the study was to find effect of AOF on TC, however, we considered six 56 

plant origin foods for comparison. Histogram of the variables, and their logarithmic 57 

transformation are presented in Figs S1 and S2. Diagnostics panels and selection criteria of 58 

regression models are presented in Figs S3-S5. The scree plot of PCA is shown in Fig S6. Visual 59 

examination of the trace plot in Bayesian analysis is shown in Fig S8. Adjusted R-square and 60 

Geweke diagnostics of fitted models are presented in S1 and S2 Tables, respectively. 61 

Furthermore, the relationship between TC and animal production in each country was estimated 62 

using the same statistical methods.                                                                                               63 

Results and Discussion 64 

Food consumption 65 

 66 
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Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of studied variables. Results of PCA show that AOF and TC 67 

are mostly grouped (Fig 1 and S7 Fig). The highest positive Pearson correlation with TC belongs 68 

to eggs. Stepwise Regression, Bayes, and Lasso results showed that eggs and fresh fish have 69 

positive coefficient. With our results in Table 2, implying the need for tracing of SARS-COV-2 70 

in some AOF. Bayes results, e.g., show there is a 0.99 probability of a positive correlation 71 

between eggs and TC, adjusted for the other covariates. The number of AOF and their role in our 72 

results varies depending on the type of statistical method used, but all results are consistent.  73 

 74 

 75 

 76 

 77 

 78 

 79 

 80 

 81 

 82 
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 84 

 85 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of studied foods (n=20) besides total cases. 87 

# Variable (kg/capita/yr) Abbreviation N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 

1 Pig meat pig 169  14.66 15.52 0.00 71.48 

2 Bovine Meat bov 174  11.20 9.00 0.78 55.48 

3 Cheese che 173  4.97 6.55 0.00 30.82 

4 Cream cre 159  1.21 2.76 0.00 18.45 

5 Eggs Egg 174  7.08 5.09 0.16 19.15 

6 Fresh water Fish freshf 174  3.38 4.54 0.00 34.00 

7 Honey hon 168  0.36 0.46 0.00 3.51 

8 Milk, Whole milk 174  59.17 48.93 0.96 258.44 

9 Poultry Meat poul 174  20.56 16.46 0.42 72.87 

10 Demersal Fish demer 173  3.40 4.93 0.00 33.45 

11 Cephalopods ceph 171  0.44 0.96 0.00 6.70 

12 Butter, Ghee butg 174  1.25 1.64 0.00 9.25 

13 Marine Fish, Other marf 172  2.74 4.87 0.00 28.19 

14 Aquatic Plants aqp 162  0.20 1.91 0.00 22.41 

15 Beverages, Alcoholic bev 171  3.20 3.87 0.00 26.90 

16 Rice(Milled Equivalent) rice 174  30.95 36.20 0.95 171.73 

17 Potatoes and products potato 174  34.89 33.65 0.05 183.16 

18 Maize and products maiz 170  21.71 28.52 0.00 158.40 

19 Wheat and products wheat 174  70.92 46.85 1.89 222.40 

20 wine wine 169  6.27 9.49 0.00 51.41 

 Total Cases (Per Country) TC 215 29247.33 138459.41 1 1837578 

 88 

 89 

 90 
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Table 2. The results of Pearson correlation and multivariate analyses. All variables are 91 

logarithmic transformed data. For abbreviations, see Table 1. 92 

  r, P Value, n  Stepwise  lasso  Bayes  

pig 0.17, 0.03, 156 
 

-0.52 -0.28 0.19 

bov 0.26, 0.008, 161 
  

0.63 

Che 0.28, 0.0004, 161 
  

0.29 

cre 0.18, 0.03, 150 
  

0.47 

egg 0.43, <.0001, 161 1.84 1.16 0.99 

freshf 0.31, <.0001, 161 1 0.90 0.99 

hon 0.23, 0.004, 158 
  

0.20 

milk 0.21, 0.006, 161 
  

0.48 

poul ns 
  

0.31 

demer 0.25, <.0001, 160 
 

0.22 0.79 

ceph ns 
  

0.51 

Butg 0.34, <.0001, 161  
 

0.08 0.80 

marf -0.45, <.0001, 159 -1.36 -1.29 -1.00 

aqp ns 
  

0.50 

bev ns 
  

0.16 

rice ns 
 

0.30 0.98 

potato 0.36, <.0001,161 
 

0.22 0.88 

maiz ns 
 

0.13 0.92 

wheat 0.29, 0.0002, 161 
 

0.32 0.90 

wine 0.19, 0.02, 157 
  

0.75 

 93 

 94 
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The effect of a group of AOF on TC was significant in our analysis. So, we suppose a noticeable 95 

effect of AOF in FBT. At present, we are not able to interpret all significant effects and their 96 

coefficients. Interpretation of the factors could be the subject of future researches. Potential 97 

transmission ways of COVID-19 based on the results of our analysis and bibliography is 98 

summarized as Fig 2. The transmission of coronaviruses through food has been reported[6]. Lake 99 

and Kingsbury (2020) provided a review about potential for FBT of COVID-19, but they could 100 

not guarantee the application of the data found on other coronaviruses to SARS-CoV-2[6]. The 101 

persistence of viruses by refrigeration temperature[7] might be an explanation of the relationship 102 

between COVID-19 and AOF. The viral persistence of coronavirus in soft cheese [8] and raw 103 

milk[9] has been reported. We don't know what's going on from “Farm to Fork” about AOF. For 104 

example, SARS-CoV-2 may be more resistant to heat when cooking, as it is observed for 105 

poliovirus in beef[10]. It is recommended not to consume raw or undercooked animal 106 

products[11]. Kitchen utensils can transmit the virus among foods[12], accordingly, AOF may be 107 

a suitable vehicle, and the virus inside them will survive better and longer. The human 108 

pathogenic virus, such as Enterovirus, can survive in honey, so it is imaginable similarly for 109 

SARS-CoV-2. Honey bees deposit viruses on flowers[13]. Maori showed horizontal RNA flow 110 

among honey bees by the ingestion of royal jelly[14]. Trade in raw honey bee products could 111 

pose pandemic risks for pathogen viruses of honey bees[15]17. The pessimist hypothesis would 112 

be the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 by raw honey.  113 

Furthermore, the methods of diagnosing the virus in food are not complete, and there are many 114 

limitations[16]18. In food science technology, the primary attention paid to bivalve moullouses. 115 

Nowadays, it is necessary to expand the detection of viruses to all AOF. 116 
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WHO's recommendations state that COVID_19 have not FBT, and suitable food safety practices 117 

could prevent the probability of FBT. However, the realization of proper food safety practices for 118 

all AOF is questionable. 119 

Animal production 120 

 121 

The highest pair-wise Pearson correlations between the number of livestock and TC belong to 122 

poultry (0.71), turkeys (0.68), pigs (0.62), horses (0.59), a[1]nd beehives (0.57) with P-value of 123 

(<0.0001) for all of them. The chosen variables in Bayesian analysis were the number of chicken, 124 

turkeys, pigs, and goats, and in Lasso analysis they were the number of chickens, pigs, and 125 

turkeys. The observed positive correlation between the number of beehives and TC should be 126 

explained by circulating viruses between animal and human. As, some zoonotic viruses first 127 

circulate in animals, and sometimes they infect humans.  After that, they adapt to humans. A 128 

recent zoonotic transmission event of SARS-CoV-2 is reported[17]. It is crucial to characterize 129 

circulating viruses in the human working environment, especially where an interface with 130 

wildlife[18]. Spread of influenza virus during commercial movement of eggs is reported by 131 

Pillai[19]. Poultry production in the extensive system increases the chance of SARS-CoV-2 132 

transmission among other species[20]. Feathers detached from domestic ducks reported as a 133 

source of environmental contamination to pathogenic avian influenza virus[21]. Qui et al. 134 

identified pigs, cows, goats, and sheep among the most likely intermediate animal hosts for 135 

SARS-CoV-2 [22]. The outbreak of COVID-19 highlights viral spillover from animals[23]. 136 

There is the potential for the emergence of new coronavirus diseases in domestic birds, from 137 

both avian and mammalian sources. For example, a novel species of coronaviridae family has 138 

been identified recently[24]. Coronaviridae's family viruses are likely can cross the species 139 

barrier of viruses and infect other species, fishes, cattle, pigs, and humans[25]. 140 
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Conclusion 141 

 142 

Despite the awareness and readiness of many countries for COVID-19 during early 2020, why 143 

did it spread so quickly? It seems FBT has received less attention relative to other routes. There 144 

is need to invent a pasteurization-like-processes to implicate immediately before ingestion of 145 

food. Of course, there will be challenges along the way of the revolution in the food preparation 146 

culture. The perspective is to expand the surveillance of SARS-Cov-2 during the food production 147 

chain. 148 

Fig. 1 PCA results: the interrelationships between all variables. Some of AOF are closer to 149 

TC. For abbreviations, see Table 1.  150 

Fig. 2 Potential transmission ways of COVID-19 based on the results of our analysis and 151 

bibliography. It is necessary to study the exchange of human pathogen viruses in wildlife and 152 

livestock. Where and how suspicious foods become contaminated must be investigated. The 153 

potential spillover of pathogenic viruses from arthropods hosts to humans should be 154 

investigated[23]. The cross-species transmission is reported[26].There may be a type of contact 155 

among flowers, bees, and bats. Infected humans could also have transmitted MERS to the camels 156 

[27]. SARS-CoV-2 and MERS-Co are among the most notable examples of spillover into 157 

humans[28].  References for arrows: 158 

 1: [11][14,18,26,29,30]  159 

2: [11,26]  160 

3: [24,26]  161 

4: [31,32] 162 
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5: [5,8,33][34]  163 

6 [4,34] 164 

 165 

Material and Methods 166 

Food consumption 167 

We estimated the relationship between 20 food supply and Total Cases of covid19. 168 

The methods include pair-wise correlation with Proc Corr, Stepwise Regression 169 

with Proc Reg, LASSO regression with GLMSELECT Proc, Principal Component 170 

Analysis with Proc Princomp, and Bayes analysis with Proc Genmod (SAS). Food 171 

supply was quantity (kg/capita/yr.). Fourteen foods of animal origin and six foods 172 

of plant origin were selected. The primary purpose of the study was to find animal 173 

origin foods relationship with TC, but some plant origin foods were chosen to 174 

compare. 175 

We started our analyses first time on March 2020. Then we repeated it several 176 

times with updated COVID_19 data on April, May, and June. Finally we presented 177 

the results of June’ data. 178 

Data  179 

COVID_19 https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/    1 June 2020    180 

Live Animal production data:  http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QA 181 
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Food Supply - Crops Primary Equivalent: 182 

http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/CC 183 

Food Supply - Livestock and Fish Primary Equivalent: 184 

http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/CL 185 

We used base-e logs, also known as natural logs (LOG in SAS) for the 186 

transformation of TC and independent variables. In all analyses, the accuracy of 187 

the model with non-transformed data was very low. So, all variables has been 188 

transformed to normalize the distributions. With transformation of data, the 189 

accuracy of the model increased to an acceptable level. In PCA, as a nonparametric 190 

method, we utilized non-transformed data, in which the variables are treated 191 

equally, i.e., that is, there are no dependent variables.  192 

In comparison of models, Lasso's results are more reliable than stepwise regression 193 

and Bayes, because it’s AIC was smaller and had higher accuracy as R-square (S1 194 

Table).  195 

 196 

 197 

 198 

 199 
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S1 Table. Adjusted R-square and AIC of fitted models for food consumption. 200 

Stepwise LASSO BAYES 

R-Square 0.48 0.52 - 

Adj-R_Square 0.47 0.48 - 

AIC - 301 551 

n 131 131 131 

 201 

Bayesian Analysis: Visual examination of the trace plot displays proper mixing, 202 

for one independent variable in presented in S8 Fig. The P-value in the Geweke 203 

Diagnostics (S2 Table) showed that the mean estimate of the Markov chain is 204 

stable over time. The positive probability that B1 greater than 0 is estimated.  205 

 206 

 207 

 208 

 209 

 210 

 211 

 212 
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S2 Table Geweke diagnostics from Genmode analysis. Pr > z shows 213 

convergence for all variables.  For abbreviations, see Table 1 214 

Parameter
* 

z Pr > |z| 

Intercept 0.2734 0.7845 

pig 0.6475 0.5173 

bov -0.2165 0.8286 

che -0.7437 0.4571 

cre -0.9484 0.3429 

egg -1.5173 0.1292 

freshf 0.4354 0.6633 

hon 0.7984 0.4246 

milk -0.0434 0.9654 

poul 0.9524 0.3409 

demer -0.9509 0.3416 

ceph 0.7935 0.4275 

butg 1.898 0.0577 

marf -0.4608 0.6449 

aqp 0.58 0.5619 

bev -1.1802 0.2379 

rice -0.9809 0.3266 

potato -1.0137 0.3107 

maiz -0.3024 0.7624 

wheat 0.5066 0.6124 

wine -0.0076 0.994 

Scale 0.0274 0.9781 

* Logarithmic transformation for all parameters215 
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Although the probability of transmitting the virus through wine is zero, we 216 

deliberately kept it in the initial model of our analysis. Results showed wine is 217 

eliminated among significant variables of the suited model (Table 2). So we 218 

concluded that just the energy content of food should not keep a variable in the 219 

fitted model. So, in addition to energy content, there must be something else in 220 

food-related COVID-19. The high-fat tissue in the body affects on the 221 

pathogenesis of COVID-19[35].  We concentrate FB transmission of COVID-19 222 

rather than the immunity response.  223 

Animal and crop production 224 

We utilized the GLMSLECT procedure of SAS 9.2 with the method of least 225 

absolute shrinkage and selector operator (LASSO). The dependent variable was 226 

TC, and independent variables were beehives, cattle, chicken, pigs, goats, turkeys, 227 

horse, rabbit, maize, barley, and apples. Maize, Barley, apples were deliberately 228 

kept in a multi-variable model, to test whether plant material production remains in 229 

the model compared to livestock production. We used the GENMOD procedure of 230 

the SAS using the BAYES statement to obtain Bayesian analysis. Spearman and 231 

Pearson correlation between stocks and TC calculated. Analyzes were performed 232 

with log-transformed data. Due to the higher accuracy of the transformed data, 233 

their results were used.  234 
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There are references[36] that guide us to construct our hypothesis about the 235 

essential relationship between COVID-19 and AOF include. 236 

We provide the SAS code for an application of the used statistical methods [37]. 237 

We note that this work was posted as preprint on medrxiv[38] . 238 
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Supporting information 245 

 246 

S1 Fig. Histogram of variables of Total cases before (left) and after (right) 247 

logarithmic transformation. 248 

S2 Fig. Histogram of some independent variables before and after logarithmic 249 

transformation. First row, from Left to right: cream, log cream, pigs, logpigs. 250 

Second row: Bovine meat, log bovin meat, eggs, log of eggs. 251 

S3 Fig. Diagnostics panel. Fit diagnostics  and residual by regressors, in 252 

multivariate regression with stepwise selection of variables. 253 
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 S4 Fig. Other Criteria Suggest Stopping the Selection (GLMSELECT  proc of 254 

SAS). Progression of squared errors (left) and Fit criteria of LASSO analysis.   255 

S5 Fig. Results of the GLMSELECT Proc of SAS. The standardized coefficients 256 

of all the effects that are selected at some step of the elastic net method, plotted as 257 

a function of the step number of LASSO analysis.  258 

S6 Fig. Scree plot and percentage of variance explained by principal 259 

componentsofPCA analysis. 260 

S7 Fig. Results of PROC PRINCOMP, includes 1 by 3 (left)and 2 by 3(right) 261 

component pattern plots. Principal component analysis results showed that AOF 262 

are generally closer to TC in the comparison with other studied foods. 263 

 S8 Fig. Bayesian Analysis: Visual examination of the trace plot displays proper 264 

mixing for Eggs. 265 

 266 
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